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Abstract--- Data mining is the computer-assisted process of 

digging through and analyzing enormous sets of data and 

then extracting the useful information. In data mining, 

association rules are useful for analyzing and predicting 

customer behavior. It is intended to identify strong rules 

discovered in databases using different measures of 

interestingness. Genetic Algorithm is a model of machine 

learning which derives its behavior from a metaphor of the 

processes of evolution in nature. It is a robust search method 

requiring little information to search effectively in a large 

search space. Global search can be achieved and system 

automation is developed with genetic algorithm. Many 

researchers have proposed Genetic Algorithms for mining 

interesting association rules from quantitative data. In this 

paper the rules discovered using Genetic Algorithm are 

analysed and discussed. 

Keywords: - Data Mining, Association Rule, Genetic 

Algorithm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining, the extraction of hidden predictive information 

from large databases, is a powerful new technology with 

great potential to help companies focus on the most 

important information in their data warehouses. Data mining 

tools predict future trends and behaviors, allowing 

businesses to make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions. 

The automated, prospective analyses offered by data mining 

move beyond the analyses of past events provided by 

retrospective tools typical of decision support systems. The 

Knowledge Discovery in Databases process comprises of a 

few steps leading from raw data collections to some form of 

new knowledge. Once the discovered knowledge is 

presented to the user, the evaluation measures can be 

enhanced, the mining can be further refined, new data can 

be selected or further transformed, or new data sources can 

be integrated, in order to get different, more appropriate 

results. 

 Genetic Algorithm is one of the evolutionary 

algorithms which can be used for association rule mining. 

The main motivation for applying Genetic 

Algorithms to knowledge extraction tasks is that they are 

robust and adaptive search methods that perform a global 

search in place of candidate solutions. 

II. ASSOCIATION RULE 

Discovering association rules is one of the several data 

mining techniques. Association rules are if/then statements 

that help uncover relationships between seemingly unrelated 

data in a relational database or other information repository. 

An example of an association rule would be "If a customer 

buys a dozen eggs, he is 80% likely to also purchase 

milk."An association rule has two parts, an antecedent (if) 

and a consequent (then). An antecedent is an item found in 

the data. A consequent is an item that is found in 

combination with the antecedent. Association rules are 

created by analyzing data for frequent if/then patterns and 

using support and confidence to identify the most important 

relationships. Support is an indication of how frequently the 

items appear in the database. Confidence indicates the 

number of times the if/then statements have been found to 

be true. In data mining, association rules are useful for 

analyzing and predicting customer behavior. They play an 

important part in shopping basket data analysis, product 

clustering, and catalog design and store layout. 

Programmers use association rules to build programs 

capable of machine learning. 

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Genetic Algorithms are a part of evolutionary computing, 

which is a rapidly growing area of artificial intelligence. 

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are a family of computational 

models inspired by evolution. Algorithm is started with a set 

of solutions (represented by chromosomes) 

called population. Solutions from one population are taken 

and used to form a new population. This is motivated by a 

hope, that the new population will be better than the old one. 

Solutions which are selected to form new solutions 

(offspring) are selected according to their fitness - the more  

Suitable they are the more chances they have to reproduce. 

This is repeated until some condition (for example number 

of populations or improvement of the best solution) is 

satisfied. Genetic Operators such as Selection, Crossover 

and Mutation are the important components of Genetic 

Algorithm. 

Many researches have been done on mining 

association rules using genetic algorithm. This paper 

presents the comaparative study on the discovered 

interesting rules using genetic algorithm.  

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 Genetic algorithm-based strategy for identifying A.

association rules without specifying actual minimum 

support 

Xiaowei Yan, Chengqi Zhang, Shichao Zhang designed  a 

genetic algorithm-based strategy for identifying association 

rules without specifying actual minimum support[6]. In this 

approach, an elaborate encoding method is developed, and 

the relative confidence is used as the fitness function. In  

this paper, the relative confidence is defined as the 

interestingness measure: 

rconf (XY) =  supp(XUY)-supp(X)supp(Y) /  

                         supp(X)(1 _ supp(Y)) 

Given an association k-rule XY the author 

encoded an individual as 

J A1 …. Aj Aj+1 …. Ak 

where j is an indicator that separates the antecedent 

from the consequent of the rule.  

http://searchsqlserver.techtarget.com/definition/relational-database
http://searchsqlserver.techtarget.com/definition/data-mining
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/machine-learning
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 Three genetic operators, select, crossover, and 

mutation are used. Function select (c,sp) acts as a filter of 

chromosome with considerations of their fitness and 

probability sp. Function crossover(pop, cp) uses two-point 

strategy to reproduce offspring chromosomes at a 

probability of cp from population pop, and returns a new 

population. Function mutate(c, mp) occasionally changes 

genes of chromosome c at a probability of mp, besides 

considering the fitness of c as an additional weight. 

In this algorithm, the fitness function is defined as 

Fitness(c) = supp(A1 . . .Ak )_ supp(A1 . . .Aj)supp(Aj+1 . .                                        

.Ak)/supp(A1 . . .Aj)(1 _ supp(Aj+1 . . .Ak  )) 

 The author designed a genetic algorithm-based 

strategy and its corresponding   algorithm and this approach 

has delivered two benefits: (1) high-performance association 

rule mining; (2) system automation. The most important 

thing is that this approach does not require the minimum-

support threshold. 

  Extraction Of Interesting Association Rules Using B.

Genetic Algorithms 

P. Wakabi-Waiswa and Venansius Baryamureeba  used 

typical approach to make strong simplifying assumptions 

about the form of the rules, and limit the measure of rule 

quality to simple properties such as support or 

confidence[7].The author used metrics such as  

Comprehensibility, J-Measure and predictive accuracy that 

can be used together to find interesting association rules. In 

this paper the author  presented  a Pareto-based multi 

objective evolutionary algorithm  rule mining method based 

on genetic algorithms. 

 In association rule mining, if the number of 

conditions involved in the antecedent part is less than the 

one in the consequent part, the rule is more comprehensible. 

Comprehensibility = log(1+ |Y|)+ log(1+ |XU Y| 

Interestingness = [σ(X U Y )/σ(X)] × [σ(| X U Y |)/σ(Y )] × 

[1 − σ(X U Y )/ |D|)] 

where  |D| is the total number of records in the database,  

σ(X U Y)/σ(X) gives the probability of generating the rule 

depending on the antecedent part,,σ(|XU Y|)/σ(Y )gives the 

probability of generating the rule depending on the 

consequent part and σ(X U Y )/|D|) gives the probability of 

generating the rule depending on the whole dataset.  

 The J-Measure is a good indicator of the 

information content of the generated rules. The J-Measure is 

calculated as: 

JM = f(y|x).log2[f(y|x)/f(y)]+(1-f(y|x)).log2[((1-f(y|x))/ 

(1-f(y))] 

  Entropy, also called surprisal, measures the 

amount of randomness or surprise or uncertainty and is 

calculated as follows: 

Entropy H(pi) = Σp(i)log2.p(i) 

 The author used a modified Michigan 

encoding/decoding scheme which associates two bits to each 

attribute and the decoding is performed as follows: 

DV = minval + (maxval − minval) × (Σ (2i−1 × ith               

bitvalue)/(2n − 1)) 

 The fitness function is calculated as the arithmetic 

weighted average confidence, comprehensibility and J-

Measure. The fitness function (f(x)) is given by: 

f(x )= (w1*comprehensibility+w2*J-Measure+ 

         w3*confidence)/w1+w2+w3 

where w1,w2,w3 are user defined weights. 

The author have dealt with a challenging NP-Hard 

association rule mining problem of finding interesting 

association rules. The results reported in this paper are very 

promising since the discovered rules are of a high 

comprehensibility, high predictive accuracy and of a high 

interestingness values. 

  A Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm Approach C.

Basheer Mohamad Al-Maqaleh proposed a multi-objective 

genetic algorithm approach for the discovery of interesting 

association rules with multiple criteria i.e. support, 

confidence and simplicity [1]. The proposed algorithm 

identifies interesting association rules from a dataset without 

having the user-specified thresholds of minimum support 

and minimum confidence. He used encoding, genetic 

operators, and fitness function in the proposed approach. 

 In this paper for encoding, Michigan’s approach is 

used i.e. each individual encodes a single rule. The genetic 

operators like selection, crossover and mutation are used. In 

the proposed system fitness proportional selection, one-

point crossover with crossover probability of 95% and 

mutation operator with probability of 10% for each kind of 

mutation are used. An elitist reproduction strategy is used, 

where the best individual of each generation was passed 

unaltered to the next generation.  

 In this paper three important measures of the rules 

like support, confidence and simplicity are considered. 

1. The support (sup) of the association rule 

 A →B is defined as: 

Sup = │A∩B│/│N│ 

2. A measure to predict the association rule precision A →B 

is the confidence (conf) and is given by: 

conf = │A∩B│/│A│ 

3. Simplicity of an association rule is given by the following 

expression: 

simp = log(1+|B|) / log(1+|AUB|) 

4. Fitness functions are used to measure the quality of rule 

and it is expressed as: 

Fitness=(w1*sup+w2*conf+w3*simp)/(w1+w2+w3) 

Where w1, w2, w3 are user-defined weights. 

 The author analysed proposed algorithm generates 

less number of association rules than the Apriori algorithm 

and the proposed model attain considerable performance 

improvement in terms of the interesting association rules 

discovery and the number of discovered rules comparing to 

the Apriori algorithm. 

  Association Rules Extraction using Multi-objective D.

Feature of Genetic Algorithm  

Mohit K. Gupta and Geeta Sikka proposed a completely 

unique approach for optimizing association rules using 

Multi-objective feature of Genetic Algorithm with multiple 

quality measures like support, confidence, comprehensibility 

and interestingness [2]. In this paper, the author opted 

Michigan’s approach i.e. each individual is encoded into a 

single rule. Standard GA applies Genetic Operators such as 

Selection, Crossover and Mutation on an initially random 

population in order to compute an entire generation of new 

strings. In this paper the author used Roulette Wheel 

Sampling Procedure which is a process of choosing 

members from the population of chromosomes in a way that 

is proportional to their fitness. The author used one-point 
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crossover with crossover probability of 95%.The author 

considers four significant measures of the rules such as 

support, confidence, simplicity and interestingness.  

1. The support σ(X) of an item-set X is defined as the 

proportion of transaction in the dataset which contain the 

itemset. The support can be formulated as: 

Sup  = σ(XUY) / σ(N) 

2. A measure to predict the association rule precision is the 

confidence or predictive accuracy and is formulated as: 

 Conf =  σ(XUY) / σ(X) 

3. Comprehensibility of an association rule is defined as:  

Comp = log(1+ |Y |) / log(1+ |XUY| ) 

4. Interestingness of a rule, denoted by Interestingness 

X→Y, is used to quantify how much the rule is surprising 

for the users. 

Interestingness = [Sup(XUY) / Sup(X)] × 

[Sup(XUY) / Sup(Y)] [1−Sup(XUY) /σ(N) ] 

5.The fitness function is defined as: 

F=(W1×Sup+W2×Conf+W3×Comp+W4×Interestingness) ⁄ 

(W1+W2+W3+W4 )  

Where W1,W2,W3,W4 are user-defined weights. 

The proposed algorithm is implemented using 

MATLAB and attains considerable performance 

improvement in terms of the interesting association rules 

extraction. The number of rules generated by proposed 

algorithm are significantly less as compared to Apriori 

Algorithm. 

  Identifying Best Association Rules and Their E.

Optimization Using Genetic Algorithm 

Arvind Jaiswal, Gaurav Dubey  proposed a Genetic 

Algorithm to generate high quality Association Rules, by  

which four data qualities like accuracy, comprehensibility,  

interestingness and completeness is obtained[3].  

1. Confidence factor of X->Y can be defined as: 

 c(xy) = S(xuy) / S(x) 

2. Comprehensibility of an association rule (X->Y) is 

measured as: 

C(xy) = log(1+ |y |) / log(1+ |xuy| ) 

3.The interestingness of an association rule (X->Y) is 

measured as: 

Inter(xy) = [S(xuy) / S(x)]*[S(xuy)/S(y)*[1-S(xuy)/|d|]] 

 If a data set contains p items, the total number of 

association rule is 3p-2(p+1)+1 (without considering the 

negation of item).The author analysed that number of rule 

generated including the negation of itemset is p Σ (2i -

2)*(2i) i=2.The frequent itemsets are generated using the 

Apriori association rule mining algorithm. The genetic 

algorithm has been applied on the generated frequent 

itemsets to generate the rules containing positive attributes, 

the negation of the attributes with the consequent part 

consists of single attribute and more than one attribute. 

  Association Rule Mining with Multi-Fitness Function F.

Genetic Algorithm 

Mrinalini Rana and P S Mann presented Multi-Fitness 

function Genetic algorithm based association rule mining 

[4]. The proposed algorithm generates intersecting rules 

from dataset. A fitness function is defined for frequent 

itemset and then different fitness function for generating 

rules. Second fitness function includes some other 

interestingness measures than support and confidence to 

generate relevant rules. 

 The proposed algorithm is a two-step algorithm. 

The first step is aimed to generate rules promptly and then 

second step is used to refine the rules generated in first step. 

To refine the rules different interestingness measures are 

used as fitness function parameters. Fitness function used in 

the proposed algorithm includes interestingness measures 

like lift, leverage, coverage, confidence for refining the 

rules. 

1.Confidence=support(A-->B)/support(A) 

2.Lift(A->B)=confidence(A->B)/support(B)     = support(A-

>B)/(support(A)*support(B)) 

3.Leverage(A->B)=support(A->B)–support(A)*support(B) 

4. Coverage(A->B)=support(A) 

Results shows that proposed genetic algorithm generates 

more efficient and effective rules than Apriori and existing 

genetic algorithm for association rule mining.   

 Association Rule Mining: A Multi-objective Genetic G.

Algorithm Approach Using Pittsburgh Technique 

Sonia Sharma and Vinay Chopra introduced a multi-

objective genetic algorithm approach using Pittsburgh  

Table 1. Comparative Study on Discovered Rules 

Author(s) Name Methodology Demerits and  Future Work 

Xiaowei Yan, 

Chengqi Zhang, 

Shichao Zhang 

1. Relative confidence is defined as the interestingness 

measure. 

2. Genetic operators like select, crossover and 

mutation is used. 

  3. Fitness function is used for determining the              

  interestingness of chromosome, and it does affect  

  the convergence of the genetic algorithm. 

1. Partition of quantitative attribute is not 

easy for every attribute and every user. 

 2. Users, and even experts, usually feel 

difficult to specify the minimum-support. 

 3. The search space might be very large 

when we face quantitative attributes, and the 

rules returned might be too many to deal 

with. 

P.Wakabi-Waiswa 

and Venansius 

Baryamureeba 

1. Pareto-based multi objective evolutionary algorithm  

rule mining methodology is adopted. 

2. Comprehensibility,J-Measure,Entropy is used. 

3. ModifiedMichigan encoding/decoding scheme is 

 used. 

1. The current paper handles only categorical 

data.So the future work is to extend the 

algorithm to cope with continuous data.  

2. Other interestingness measures will also 

incorporated in the future. 
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Basheer Mohamad  

Al-Maqaleh 

1.The proposed algorithm identify interesting 

association rules from a dataset without having the 

user-specified thresholds of minimum support and 

minimum confidence. 

2. Michigan’s approach is used. 

3. Elitist reproduction strategy is used. 

4. Three measures of the rules like support, confidence 

and simplicity are considered. 

1. Since it is a multi-objective problem, we 

cannot prioritize one objective over another 

as the result may vary for different datasets. 

2. One of the most important future research 

directions would be the discovery of 

weighted fuzzy association rules from large 

datasets using the evolutionary algorithm. 

Mohit K. Gupta 

and Geeta Sikka 

1. The author opted Michigan’s approach. 

2. For reproduction, Roulette Wheel Sampling 

Procedure is used. 

3. Multiple quality measures like support, confidence, 

comprehensibility and interestingness are considered. 

As for future work, the author is currently 

working on Genetic Algorithm in parallel for 

optimization of Association Rule Mining 

through which they can further improve its 

complexity. 

Arvind Jaiswal and 

Gaurav Dubey   

1. Four data qualities like accuracy, comprehensibility, 

interestingness and completeness are considered. 

2. The genetic algorithm has been applied on the 

generated frequent itemsets to generate the rules 

containing positive attributes, the negation of the 

attributes with the consequent part consists of single 

attribute and more than one attribute. 

A more extensive empirical evaluation of the 

proposed method is the objective of the 

future research. 

Mrinalini Rana and  

P S Mann 

1. It is a two-step algorithm. First it generates the rules 

and refines the rules. 

2. Interestingness measures like lift, leverage, 

coverage, confidence are considered for refining the 

rules. 

Multi-objective problem is one of the 

drawbacks to be considered. 

Sonia Sharma and 

Vinay Chopra 

1. Pittsburgh technique is adopted. 

2. Support, Confidence, Simplicity and Complexity are 

considered. 

3. In the Pittsburgh approach , the value of fitness 

 Function is much better than the value calculated from 

the Michigan’s approach. 

The time taken in the Pittsburgh approach is 

more than that of Michigan because in the 

Pittsburgh  a set of rule is taken as one 

chromosome and that set may contain any 

number of rules instead of a single rule.  

technique  for discovering the interesting 

association rules with  multiple criteria i.e. support, 

confidence and simplicity and complexity[5].In this paper 

Pittsburgh technique is adopted i.e the set of rules are 

encoded into the individual chromosome. In this paper the 

author used the fitness function with the combination of 

Support, Confidence, Simplicity and Complexity. 

1. Support for an association rule is defined as the 

percentage or fraction of transactions in N that contain 

XUY. Support is calculated by the following formula: 

Sup (XUY) = count (XUY) / count (N) 

2. Confidence for an association rule is defined as the 

percentage or fraction of the the number of transactions in N 

that contain X also contains Y. Confidence is calculated by 

the formula: 

conf(XY) =  sup(XUY) / sup(X) 

3. The simplicity of the rule can be defined by the total 

number of attributes on the antecedent part of the rule i.e on 

the left hand side of the rule and tries to calculate the 

understandability of the rule. Simplicity can be calculated by 

the formula: 

simp = ((Math.log(1 + Y)) / (Math.log(1 + XUY)))  

4. The Complexity of the rule is also introduced to make the 

complex rule simpler and more understandable if on the 

consequent part the number of attributes is more. The 

complexity of the rule can be calculated by the formula: 

comp = 1 / ((Math.log(1 + Z)) + (Math.log(1 + Y)) / 

(Math.log(1 + XUY))) 

5.Fitness function is calculated as: 

Fitness=(w1*sup+w2*conf+w3*simp+w4*comp)/(w1+w2

+w3+w4) 

where w1, w2, w3, w4 are the weights that are defined by 

the user according to priority. 

 The author analysed in the Pittsburgh approach the 

value of fitness function is much better than the value 

calculated from the Michigan approach. Also the number of 

generations increases in this approach which also leads to 

find out the better rules, but the time taken in the Pittsburgh 

approach more than that of Michigan because in the 

Pittsburgh the author took a set of rule as one chromosome 

and that set may contain any number of rules instead of a 

single rule. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In recent years many research works have been carried out 

using genetic algorithm for mining association rules.This 

paper surveys the recent research work on application of 

Genetic algorithm in mining association rules. The 

algorithms that are dealing the association rule mining with 

genetic algorithms are analysed and compared in the table 

given above (Table1).The advantages and disadvantages of 

those algorithms are also analysed. 
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